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A ripe old age

It's time to get real about how long we're going to live for. Many of us have too short an investment

timeframe considering that we're living longer — even compared to just a decade ago! Today, we

examine how you should invest to make sure you have enough income to go the distance.

Once you've got that figured out, you'll need some good quality stocks, so check out The broker wrap

to find out the latest buy, sell and hold recommendations. Also in the Switzer Super Report, we give

you our advice on weighting your share portfolio for a market that has been upset by Europe, and I

take a look at whether our stock market has the ability to end the year in the black.

I hope you enjoy today's report.

Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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The reasons for and against a stock market rally

by Peter Switzer

Thanks to some overdue maturity in Europe, the Dow

Jones put on 2.19% over the weekend to wind up at

12,153. The big Wall Street index is now up 4.98% for

the year, which is a big effort considering what this

year has brought.

The result even raises question marks over all of the

doomsday merchants who have scared many

long-term investors to the sidelines to be parked in

cash. But with our local bourse still down about 9.7%

for the year and about 7% for the financial year so far,

the big question for us is: can we finish the calendar

year in the black?

Now remember that for the past two financial

years our stock market has finished in the

black. If over this time your portfolio of assets

matched the S&P/ASX 200 in returns and you

were in an SMSF pocketing full franking

credits, you could have made between 8-10%

for your commitment to stocks.

By the way, that’s the benchmark you should be

thinking about when it comes to assessing the calibre

of your portfolio of shares.

So, back to the big question — can we rally into year’s

end?

It’s possible, but first, Europe needs to keep coming

up with better outcomes such as what we saw this

week. I suspect there are forces that are whispering

firmly into the ears of Greek and Italian politicians as

well as the new team at the European Central Bank.

That recent rate cut that surprised experts is a case in

point.

Now if we can assume that Europe can put in some

decent weeks of positive actions to seriously address

their debt rescue issues, then we are set up for a rally.

The Yanks call it a Santa Claus rally and if the US can

also deliver some better-than-expected economic and

political results then I expect a decent rally that could

even push our index into positive territory. That said,

the odds of this happening are not short, despite

history saying that our American buddies like to

splurge on shares ahead of the ‘holidays’, as they call

Christmas.

Here are some other reasons for a rally:

US weekly jobless claims of 390,000 are now

at a seven-month low.

Consumer sentiment is the best for five

months before the Euro-panic started in

August.

There’s a general perception that stocks are

cheap and that ‘Euromess’ has just spooked

investors.

CNBC points out: “Corporations’ new equity

purchases for the third quarter total about

US$110 billion, or a US$440 billion

annualised pace — that’s about 4% of the S&P

(500) market cap, at an annual rate and so

it’s pretty significant.”

The fourth year of a US presidency has been

good for stocks historically.

When the yield on the US 10-year treasury

bond is below the average dividend yield for

stocks, a 20%-plus year often follows, but we

would still be happy if we only get a 10%

year!

Falling interest rates should soften the Aussie

dollar and help foreigners buy our stocks.

That’s the good news. But what could go wrong?

Firstly, one word — Europe.

But what happens in the US ‘Super Committee’ will

also start to play a bigger role in market sentiment.
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Over the next two weeks, the US Congressional Super

Committee has to find $1.2 trillion in deficit

reductions for the next 10 years. The bi-partisan

committee has until 23 November to come up with

the answers, but if they don’t, an automatic pilot

series of cuts and fiscal reform will kick in.

With a US election coming up next year, political

parties can play silly games and this could hurt the

stock market. I’m hoping the Yanks have learnt their

lesson from the Europeans but I always doubt the

good sense of politicians, no matter where they live!

Me? I’m punting on a rally but I know I am punting;

though it doesn’t matter because I always buy stocks I

want to hold for the long-term.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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Get real about retirement

by Tony Negline

When I first started working in the financial services

industry almost twenty-five years ago it was an

accepted practise that a young person should mainly

invest in stocks. It was also accepted practice that as

you got older your share market investing would be

reduced to the point where there would be almost no

shares held upon retirement.

Once retired, people had a short investment

timeframe and they also had a finite amount of

money. Taking less risk was considered prudent

because retirees didn’t have the luxury of time to ride

out the share price volatility.

One Australian life insurance company even had a

product that automatically moved your investments

into less risky asset classes as you aged. The product

used the colours of the spectrum to show the level of

share market exposure of a particular fund. For

example, violet was 95% equities and 5% cash and

white was 100% cash.

When I started work in the late 1980s, the mortality

rate of older Australians – that is, the rate at which

the population died – was already in free-fall,

although back then it hadn’t been recognised. The

steep decline in the mortality rate of older people

actually began in this 1960s.

Today the realisation that we’re all living

longer is an accepted reality. In my view,

between 10 and 20% of your retirement assets

need to be put aside to provide for the ‘very’

long term.

In 2004 Heather Booth, an academic at ANU, and

Leonie Tickle, an academic at Macquarie, showed that

it’s reasonable to assume that a couple who are both

aged 65 and have average or better health have more

than a 50% chance of living until at least age 90.

In fact, some current providers of guaranteed lifetime

annuities assume that couples at the age of 65 will live

for another 35 years – that is until age 100. On the

other hand, a single male is expected to live another

27 years and a single female for 31 years.

One significant danger is outliving your retirement

money. Spending 25-35 years solely relying on your

investments to pay your living expenses is clearly a

very long investment timeframe.

So what is the best way to invest taking these

timeframes into account?

Well, the best way is to delay retirement as long as
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possible. I can fully understand why some people

want to retire early. Working can be never-ending

drudgery – travelling to and from work, the stupidity

of colleagues and clients, the mind-numbing nature of

most work, the boring meetings … our list of gripes

about work could be infinite.

But those gripes would soon vanish if you became a

retiree without investable assets because you outlived

your money, which is possible if you retire too early.

As much as it might hurt, we are much better served if

we work as long as we’re physically able.

Whatever the circumstance, these days when we fully

retire we need to be ready to invest for the long term.

As I’ve stressed before in these columns, our

retirement assets need a dual purpose. We have to

maintain and grow our capital and also generate our

living expenses.

Total exposure to cash will not provide the essential

capital growth we need just as exposure to one listed

share leaves you too exposed to that company’s

performance.

Getting the competing objectives between providing

income and capital growth from an asset allocation

perspective can be tricky because they’re often

contradictory. No one has perfect foresight on what

capital and income returns our super will earn and

this means our planning needs to consider the good

times and especially the bad times.

Work out what you would do to maintain your

retirement if the value of your assets fell by 50%. It’s

not a nice thought, but it’s important to think

carefully about how you would handle such a

scenario.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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Our advice on weighting your share portfolio

by Paul Rickard

If you think ‘Euromess’ is going to get a lot, lot worse

before it gets better, then our equities sector views are

probably not for you. If on the other hand, like us, you

think that Asian growth and a recovering US economy

will make up for a recessed Europe, then you may

wish to weight your fund’s share portfolio as we

suggest below.

Our guidance is cautionary due to the fact that our

sector analysis depends so much on the outlook for

commodity prices and the direction of the Australian

dollar – which in the short term are being driven by

events in Europe.

With the ‘financials’ and ‘materials/energy’ sectors

accounting for 65% of the index, the other sectors

almost pale into insignificance. But the materials

sector has been hostage in the quarter to the events in

Europe. While base metal and iron ore prices have

fallen, oil prices have been firming, and this

divergence is inconsistent with the pessimistic view

that the world economy is going into a deep recession

– I think it’s too early to call the commodity boom

over.

As such, we remain overweight in resources

and energy.

I’m a little more certain about the outlook for the

financials sector. Longer term, regulatory pressure for

increased capital and lower return-on-equities

(ROEs) will make returns from this sector less

attractive. This sector will lag in a sustained market

rally. However, it’s very hard to go past the high fully

franked dividends some of these stocks offer and

hence our view to remain at indexweight. Stick to the

major banks – avoid the insurance companies and

second-tier banks.

Of the other sectors, we remain underweight in

‘industrials’ and ‘consumer discretionary’. Continuing

European crises will see the Australian dollar weaken

and the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) acting to cut

interest rates more aggressively, which will support

both sectors. If this scenario plays out, I would be

more inclined to look at some of the industrial

companies, as the structural change in how

consumers shop is not going away.

Our views on the major industry sectors that

comprise the ASX 200 are as follows:
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Finally, is there anything to learn from how the

market has been trading over the last few months?

Well, it is a fairly messy picture that really depends on

the time frame, as the table below shows:

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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The Broker Wrap: improved performance

by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

The past week has proven to be a more balanced one

for broker rating changes following last week’s

downgrading frenzy, with the eight brokers in the

FNArena database upgrading five ratings while

downgrading seven stocks. Total Buy ratings now

stand at 57.7%.

During the week, RBS Australia lifted its rating on 

Collection House (CLH) to Buy from Hold post a

trading update that showed ongoing earnings

momentum. While an equity raising is expected, the

size should be modest. RBS sees the decision as a

positive.

Also upgraded during the week

was Computershare  (CPU) after the company

announced it had received approval for the

acquisition of BNY Mellon Shareowner Services.

Macquarie saw the announcement as enough of a

positive to move to an Outperform rating from

Underperform previously, given the long-term growth

the deal should deliver.

Brokers across the market have adjusted earnings

estimates and price targets for Computershare, not

only to reflect the acquisition and two other small

bolt-on deals, but to also include AGM earnings

guidance that implied still weak operating conditions.

UBS upgraded Myer (MYR) after its quarterly sales

result met expectations, which for the broker implies

evidence of some form of positive momentum

building into the Christmas sales period. While no

other ratings were adjusted, brokers in general lifted

earnings estimates and price targets for Myer on the

back of the sales result.

An upgrade to Outperform from Neutral for Qantas

(QAN) by Macquarie is a reflection of a de-risking of

the earnings profile, this following some industrial

resolutions. Macquarie has also lifted its price target

but lowered earnings for fiscal 2012 to account for the

airline paying compensation to passengers impacted

by the recent grounding.

On the downgrade side of the ledger, Australian

Pipeline Trust (APA) saw two downgrades during

the week, Macquarie and Credit Suisse moving to

Neutral ratings from Outperform previously to

account for a less attractive valuation following recent

gains for the former and a sector review by the latter.

Credit Suisse similarly downgraded Diversified

Utility and Energy Trusts (DUE) to Neutral from

Outperform as part of its sector review, while

Macquarie has downgraded SP Ausnet (SPN) to

Neutral from Outperform on the back of a fall in price

target. The change reflects cuts to earnings forecasts

to account for higher interest costs and a delay to

some earnings.

Citi downgraded CSR (CSR) to Neutral from Buy post

the interim earnings result. This came as

management downgraded the outlook for coming

periods at the time of the result. Cuts to earnings

estimates and price targets reflect ongoing

headwinds, a theme identified by others in the market

also.

Expectations of further falls in employment
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advertisement volumes have seen BA Merrill Lynch

downgrade Seek (SEK) to Neutral from Buy, the

move accompanied by cuts to earnings estimates and

price target. As BA-ML points out, the current share

price implies an unemployment rate of 6% for

Australia, meaning there is downside risk if

conditions in the labour market worsen beyond this

level.

Citi has moved to Neutral from Buy on White

Energy (WEC) to reflect uncertainty from news its

joint venture partner and coal supplier PT Bayan

plans to increase the cost of feedstock coal. The move

means increased risk to production expectations at

the Tabang plant and so creates enough uncertainty

for Citi to take a more cautious stance. The share

price tanked following the news.

Ongoing uncertainty as to the full extent of recall

issues for Cochlear (COH) has prompted Credit

Suisse to downgrade to an Underperform rating from

Neutral previously. The removal of a previous

multiple premium sees the broker lower its price

target for the stock as well.

With Citi initiating coverage on Miclyn Offshore

(MIO) with a Buy rating and $2.15 price target overall

ratings and the consensus target for the company

have improved, while targets for Brambles have been

adjusted slightly post a solid quarterly trading update.

Note: FNArena monitors eight leading stockbrokers

on a daily basis. They are: BA-Merrill Lynch, Citi,

Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP Morgan, Macquarie,

RBS and UBS.

For more financial news and data, visit FNArena.com.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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Did you know?

The fall in Chinese inflation last week was largely overlooked by the market as Italy paraded in the spotlight. But

the news that inflation is coming under control is very good for the market. Rudi Filapek-Vandyck tells us why.

The week ahead

Australia

Monday 14 November: Lending finance (September)

Monday 14 November: Credit and debit card data (September)

Tuesday 15 November: New car sales (October)

Tuesday 15 November: Reserve Bank Board minutes

Wednesday 16 November: Wage price index (September quarter)

Thursday 17 November: Average weekly earnings (Sept Quarter)

Thursday 17 November: Speech by RBA Governor Glenn Stevens

Overseas

Tuesday 15 November: US Producer prices (October)

Tuesday 15 November: US Retail sales (October)

Wednesday 16 November: US Consumer prices (October)

Wednesday 16 November: US Industrial production (October)

Thursday 17 November: US Housing starts (October)

Friday 18 November: US Leading index (October)

Company results

Monday 14 November: Elders (ELD) (Full year)

Monday 14 November: DuluxGroup (DLX) (Full year)

Thursday 17 November: James Hardie (JHX) (Interim)

Monday 21 November: Technology One (TNE) (Full year)

Ex dividend

Monday 21 November: SP Ausnet (SPN) (4¢)

Tuesday 22 November: The Trust Company (TRU) (17¢)
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